**Hazardous Chemical Waste**

**Satellite Accumulation Area**

**Key Requirements**

1. Container Labeling
   - ‘Hazardous Waste’
   - Full chemical names (no abbreviations)
   - Hazard box checked (at least one, only those that apply)
   - Date when FULL
   - Generator/location info

2. Containers Tightly Closed (funnels latched, quick-connects used)

3. Containers Compatible with Waste, in Good Shape, Upright, Level, not Tilted, not Stacked

4. Incompatible Chemicals Segregated (separate secondary containers)

5. All Containers in Secondary Containment (which can hold entire contents)

6. Only ONE Container per Waste Stream

7. Area Identified as an SAA (green sticker)

**Remember to inspect each SAA during weekly Level I inspections and correct every finding, and to remove/schedule removal of full containers within 3 days of becoming full. Contact EHS with questions at 617-452-3477.**